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Submitted by Chief Editor on Jul 29th 2020
I was in USA on h1b for 11 yrs until august 2019 as senior software engineer and
moved/transferred to Canada on September 2019 as software development manager,
managing 5 direct reports plus 4 second level reports with the same company in USA and
Canada. And now promoted as Director, software development projects support and
maintenance, before completing one year as manager. Have I-140 approved and priority date
is 2012 july.
1.What is my success rate of getting L1A
2. Also need to re-apply my green card in EB1C, do I need to be in USA or when I am in
Canada my company can apply for this. And upon EB1C I-140 Approval can I get L1A and
move to USA
3. Is this the correct time to apply EB1C in the next couple of months when 1 year completes
or should I wait for visa ban to complete.
ANSWER:

Watch the Video on this FAQ:
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Video Transcript
1. Please discuss your job description that is intended in the foreign country outside USA with
your lawyers. Make sure you plan for it from day one because if you try to plan for it a year
down the line you won't succeed.
2. You can apply an EB-1C and then transfer the priority date from another case. No problem

EB-2 and EB-3 can be transferred over. You can come on L-1A. You should definitely at least
get your EB-1C started as quickly as possible that my opinion.
3. There is no visa ban in starting the application.
FAQ in detail...
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Note: This is a verbatim transcript of the referenced audio/video media delivered as
oral communication, and, therefore, may not conform to written grammatical or
syntactical form.
Nonimmigrant Visas:
L-1A Visa [3]
Green Card:
Employment Based Green Cards [4]
EB1 Green Card [5]
EB2 Green Card [6]
EB3 Green Card [7]
EB5 Green Card [8]
FAQ Transcript:

Note: This is a verbatim transcript of the referenced audio/video media delivered as
oral communication, and, therefore, may not conform to written grammatical or
syntactical form.
Unless the context shows otherwise, all answers here were provided by Rajiv [9]
and were compiled and reported by our editorial team from comments and blog on
immigration.com [10]
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